
SIX3 TILE®

PRODUCT OVERVIEW



Standard Back Splash Kit- 5 sheets
Example: 3”x6” Subway Pattern:

Overall dimensions (each sheet):
- 19” wide by 47” long by ¼” thick
- Square feet per board: 6
- Total kit square feet: 30

Standard Colors:
- White, Passive Gray and
 Software Gray
- Custom colors available;
 minimum quantity required

*Pictured: 3”x6” Subway - refer to
SKUs for specific patterns

Standard Shower Kit - 12 sheets
Standard Install Kit consist of:

Eight (8) side pieces
- 36” wide by 24” tall by ¼” thick

Four (4) back pieces
- 60” wide by 24” tall by ¼” thick

Total square feet: 84
Covers a standard 36” x 60” x 8’ ceiling

Standard Color: Gloss White 

*Pictured: 4”x16” Subway - refer to
SKUs for specific patterns

KITCHEN BACK SPLASH KIT

TUB SURROUND AND SHOWER KITS

Six3 Tile® is an innovative, patented tile product that is a single, integrated system providing the classic 
look and feel of traditional ceramic tile without the need for costly specialized skills or tools. Ideal for 
bathroom tub surrounds, showers, kitchen backsplashes and walls, these lightweight, flexible yet durable 
large sheets install with a speed that is unmatched, resulting in a cost-efficient, professional look in about 
an hour.

Six3 Tile® has designed a unique joint seal for stacked 
tile sheets in wet applications. A pre-cut channel fits 
over a tab automatically creating a grout channel while 
preventing water from penetrating the seam. When 
used with standard PVC cement, this joint creates a 
chemical weld that is invisible, strong and water-tight. 

Standard Tub Surround Kit - 9 sheets
Standard Install Kit consist of:

Six (6) side pieces
- 36” wide by 24” tall by ¼” thick

Three (3) back pieces
- 60” wide by 24” tall by ¼” thick (2 pcs)
- 60” wide by 24” tall by ¼” thick (1 pc)

Total square feet: 64
Covers a 70” x 60” x 36” tub surround

Standard Color: Gloss White 
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FAST!
There is no unique surface preparation necessary. Installation of tile sheets is extremely fast 
and easy. A typical kitchen backsplash or standard size tub surround goes up in about an hour. 

RESOURCEFUL!
We maintain a library of resources on our web site, including manuals and videos on a variety 
of topics, including installation techniques and testimonials. 

EASY!
There are no special skills or tools needed to install Six3 Tile. Straight cuts can be made with 
a circular saw, utility knife or rotary cutter. Intricate cuts can be made with an oscillating saw. 
Construction adhesive or Type-1 mastic is used to mount the tile to just about any surface.
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You can use a standard utility knife, rotary cutter, oscillating saw or circular saw to cut the tile. Access holes for pipes, light switches 
and outlets can be cut with a hole saw or oscillating saw. No special tile skills or tools are needed to install Six3 Tile®.

MEASURE AND CUT SHEETS1

Edging can be used on exposed ends. Grouting can begin immediately. Use unsanded or nonsanded grout only. What would normally 
take days with traditional ceramic tile, takes only about an hour with Six3 Tile!

GROUT, FINISH AND ENJOY!3

No special surface prep is necessary. Six3 Tile can be installed over drywall, cement backer boards or even existing tile. Attach tile 
sheet to the surface using construction adhesive or type-1 mastic. Our tile sheets are flexible for easy installation around obstacles or 
uneven surfaces. For backsplashes, use spacers on joints to maintain consistent grout lines. Tub surrounds incorporate a water-tight 
seal that also creates proper grout lines.

ATTACH TO SURFACE2

EASE OF INSTALLATION

COLORS

Standard colors are Gloss White (SW7757), Passive Gray (SW7064) and Software Gray (SW7074) in both gloss and matte 
finishes. We are a proud partner with Sherwin-Williams color products and reference their SW paint codes (SWxxxx) for 
our finishes.

PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
Six3Tile® is sourced, designed and manufactured
in our South Carolina facility. 

www.SIX3TILE.com
119 Grace Avenue | Lancaster, South Carolina  29720


